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A common approach to the teaching of Program-
ming Languages (course 12, Curriculum 68) has been 
to teach several languages, each demonstrating-a 
feature deemed significant, such as ALGOL, LISP, 
SNOBOL, and COBOL [3,7]. The problem that exists 
with this method is that far too much time is 
spent learning the details necessary to use the 
languages, leaving time for only a few trivial 
programs in each language. A popular alternative 
to this approach is to teach the course using a 
single general-purpose language which has a broad 
repertoire of language features, such as PL/I. 
While this method successfully avoids much of the 
detail which characterizes the former, it too 
seems to have a serious drawback. The student can 
become quite talented at programming in the lan-
guage and still have very little feel for the 
implications of the higher level language struc-
tur~ at the machine level. Moreover, these lan-
guages 'typically provide no means by which the 
student can readily investigate these implications. 
Hence, ALGOL-E is proposed as a programming lan-
guage system which provides such a capability. 
ALGOL-E is a programming language based on 
ALGOL-60 defined within the framework of a com-
plete system designed with the teaching of program-
ming language concepts in mind [4]. A basic design 
criterion for the language was that it be simple 
and easy to use while not severely compromising 
the language constructions available. The language 
is constructed such that it can be implemented 
using a single execution stack [6]. The system is 
defined by three programs, each corresponding to a 
distinct level of formal definition. The first of 
these programs is a stack machine simulator which 
accepts zero-address machine code. The machine 
operators of the simulated machine are defined 
formally in terms of primitive register operations. 
The second is an assembler which provides a con-
venient means of symbolic programming at the ma-
chine level rather than using absolute machine 
code. The syntax of the assembly language is 
given in the Backus notation, and the associated 
semantic actions are defined using the machine 
operators. Finally, the third program is a com-
piler for the ALGOL-E language. As with the 
assembler, syntactic structure is given in Backus-
Naur Form (BNF); however, the semantic interpre-
tation of the high level language is formally de-
fined using the assembly language. 
The notation used in the description of reg-
ister actions defining the machine operations is 
essentially that used by Burroughs on the BSSOO 
[2]. Memory is considered as a vector M with the 
S register (rS) pointing to the top of the stack. 
The C register (rC) is the instruction counter 
controlling instruction sequencing. Figure 1 gives 
descriptions of some of the machine operators. The 
notation is fairly straightforward; note, however, 
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that rA and rB are abbreviations for the top two 
stack locations, M[rS] and M[rS-1], respectively. 
The add operation, for example, indicates that the 
top two elements of the stack are summed, and the 
result replaces those two elements on the stack. 
The instruction counter is then incremented to the 
following instruction. These operator definitions 
serve as a basis for the definition of the Assem-
bler. 
The Assembler is designed to achieve reada-
bility and facility at the machine level. The 
simple structure of the assembly language is de-
fined in BNF to provide an introduction to the 
notation prior to considering the more complex 
structure of the high level language. Pseudo in-
structions, CON, VEC, and STR, are provided for 
symbolically defining integer constants and vari-
ables, integer vectors, and print strings re-
spectively. Symbolic labels are also allowed. The 
assembly language LIT, or literal call syllable, is 
used to place a value onto the stack. This value 
might be a data value to be used with an arithmetic 
operation, a variable address to be used with a 
load or store operation, or a label address to be 
used with a branch operation. The assembler LIT 
translates into one of several machine instructions, 
LIT, !Ml, or IM2, depending on the size of the 
value. Assembly language mnemonics associated with 
the machine instructions are given in Figure 1. 
Neither the machine nor the assembly language 
described above constitutes an end in itself, but 
rather they exist for the purpose of illustrating 
structures and concepts in the high level language. 
The features of interest are many and varied. 
Significant among these is block structure. All 
too of ten block structure and scope of variables is 
learned by example, with the student gaining very 
little feel for its implementation. Closely re-
lated to the understanding of block-structured 
declarations is the understanding of memory allo-
cation, and in particular, the difference between 
compile-time allocation and dynamic allocation and 
their respective implementations. Along with the 
idea of dynamic allocations for such things as 
arrays comes very naturally the problem of array 
subscripting. An understanding of the mechanism by 
which subscripting is accomplished in a particular 
implementation is certainly requisite to reasonable 
and efficient use of subscripted variables·. 
Another area of significant importance is subpro-
grams. Included here are the differences between 
functions and subroutines, and the handling of 
their parameter lists. Certainly a large source of 
chagrin for students in this area is recursion and 
the handling of parameters and local variables 
during recursive calls. Not only does the under-
standing of the implementation of recursion serve 
to demonstrate the overhead involved in its use, 
but also it seems that for many students it serves 
Operation Code Operation Action of Operator 
129 addition (ADD) rB:=rB+rA; rS:=rS-1; rC=rC+l 
138 less or equal (LEQ) rB:= if rB~rA then 1, otherwise 
0, rS:=rS-1; rC:=rC+l 
148 load (LOD) rA:=M[rA); rC:=rC+l 
149 store (STO) M[rB) :=rA; rB:=rA; rS:=rS-1; 
rC:=rC+l 
177 store .and destruct stack (STD) M[rB):=rA; rS:=rS-2; rC:=rC+l 
155 exchange (XCH) M[rS+l) :=rB; rB:=rA; 
rA:=M[rS+l); rC:=rC+l 
161 branch to segment (BRS) rC:=rA; rS:=rS-1 
162 branch to segment conditional rC:= if rB=O then rA, otherwise 
(BSC) rC+l; rS:=rS-2 
0,1, ••• ,127 literal call (LIT) rS:=rS+l; rA:=C[rC)*; rC:=rC+l 
146 immediate one syllable (IMl) rC:=rC+l; rS:=rS+l; rA:=C[rC); 
rC:=rC+l 
147 immediate two syllables (IM2) rC:=rC+l; rS:=rS+l; rA:=256*C[rC) 
+C[rC+l); rC:=rC+2 
*C represents the code area of memory, addressed here as a vector 
Figure 1 
to shed light on the concept itself. Finally, 
there is the implementation of the basic statements 
of the language. The parsing and transformation of 
generalized language statements to the machine 
level are not intuitively obvious. Among these 
would be assignment statements, iterative state-
ments, and conditionals. 
Given that the concepts described above are 
things which merit investigation in a programming 
language course, it is worth noting that the in-
vestigation of them involves scrutiny of the 
compilation process as well as execution. This is 
the reason that an "unaerstanding gap" from high 
level language to machine exists, because compi-
lation is precisely the step which is obscured most 
from the user. ALGOL-E is designed to allow in-
vestigation of the compilation process without too 
large an investment of time in the details of the 
compiler writer's job. 
The compiler's symbol-table is one of the 
first areas to come under study. Block structure 
is implemented by association of address with 
symbol in a table built as a stack. A vector of 
"block level" pointers mark the block levels within 
the table, as shown in Figure 2. When the end of 
a block is scanned by the compiler, the table is 
cut back to the level indicated by the last entry 
in the block level vector. A degree of efficiency 
in storage use can be obtained by resetting the 
storage location counter when the symbol table is 
cut back. This causes the storage locations to be 
reassigned in the next block and has the effect of 
sharing storage locations between variables de-
clared in parallel blocks of a program. A problem 
is created in this area, however, when subprograms 
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are considered. Even though a block within a sub-
program is ended, the subprogram can be referenced 
anywhere within the block in which it is defined, 
and hence the storage locations within the sub-
program cannot be reassigned until this outer block 
is closed. To avoid this problem, an additional 
vector is used in conjunction with the symbol table 
which records the maximum storage location assigned 
within a block so that they can be protected if the 
block is recognized as part of a subprogram. 
Two program options augment investigation of 
the compilation process. One of these is a trace 
of the parsing reducations as applied in the recog-
nition of program syntactic structure. The other 
is a trace of the code generated during compilation 
to demonstrate the association of semantics with 
each of the reductions. This code is printed in 
the assembly language mnemonics for readability. 
With these options, a number of important things 
become readily visible. The code which accomplishes 
dynamic allocation for such things as arrays and 
recursion is available, and the code corresponding 
to the mapping of array subscripts and subprogram 
parameters can also be explored. In addition, the 
implementation of the various language statements 
is easily investigated. Code tracing during 
compilation is, of course, not unique to the ALGOL-E 
compiler. The advantage here, however, is that the 
ALGOL-E machine is conceptually simple, and the 
semantic actions are well-defined. Hence, the stu-
dent can readily understand the ALGOL-E code trace. 
1The parsing algorithm is the mixed strategy 
precedence algorithm of McKeeman [5). 
BEGIN LOCAL U,GAMMA; 









CARDl I BOL I SYL I 0 BEGIN LOCAL X,I; 
SPARSE 
3 I 11 O I x:=I; 
$PARSE $CODE 
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6 I 11 4 FOR I:= 1 STEP 1 UNTIL 10 DO 
4 001 
5 001 
6 STD 149 
7 I M2 147 
8 000 
9 000 
10 BRS 161 
11 001 
12 001 
13 LOD 148 
14 ADD 129 
15 001 
16 XCH 155 
17 STO 149 
(BAr~STUFF 8&16 181 
19 LEQ 138 
20 IM2 147 
21 000 
22 000 
23 BSC 162 





26 LOD 148 
27 STD 149 
27 STD 177 
28 IM2 147 
29 000 
30 000 
31 BRS 161 
!BACKS UFF 21,22: 321 !BACKSTUFF 29,30: 111 $CODE 
1Z I 11 32 I END 1 32 EDF 
PRT=2r D TA=O, CODE=9 (WORDS). 
Figure 3 
Figure 3 shows a program listing demonstrating the 
parse and code tracing facilities. 
Along with the compilation options available, 
there are built-in procedures which aid both in 
language investigation and in debugging of pro-
grams. These include an execution trace feature 
and a snapshot dump capability. The trace feature 
prints one line per instruction indicating the con-
tents of machine registers and the top of the 
stack. The snapshot dump facility allows the pro-
grammer to obtain a memory dump at any point in the 
program. The dump obtained, however, is not the 
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usual octal or hexadecimal dump available on most 
machines. Rather it is decoded for readability, 
with the memory areas flagged, the code area ap-
pearing in the assembler mnemonics, and the stack 
contents appearing in decimal form, as shown in 
Figure 4. In this form, the dump feature becomes a 
viable tool for the investigation of memory changes 
for such things as successive levels of recursion. 
The definition of the system on several levels 
lends itself to the possibility of formally proving 
the correctness of various aspects of the compila-
tion process. An example is given in Appendix A. 
In the example, it is shown that a FOR statement of 
the form 
FOR I:= 1 STEP 1 UNTIL N DO <simple statement> 
terminates as long as the <simple statement> termi-
nates and does not alter the values of I and N. 
To date, ALGOL-E has been used twice in the 
teaching of a programming languages course. Be-
cause of its limitations as far as data types, al-
lowing only integers, and its lack of such features 
as string manipulation and list processing, it is 
not intended as the subject of the entire course. 
It has been found that approximately six weeks of 
an eleven week quarter is a reasonable time to 
study ALGOL-E and gain a feel for the language and 
its structure. From there, a transition is made to 
ALGOL-W [l) to study string manipulation and list 
processing. The similarities between the two 
languages are such that the transition is quite 
easy. Relative to list processing, a second version 
of the ALGOL-E machine exists which maintains a 
"Free Storage Area" separate from the stack. This 
version can be used to demonstrate a linked-list 
approach to storage management suitable for the 
more general dynamic allocations necessary for such 
things as list processing. 
A convenient side effect of the ALGOL-E system 
worth noting is that the emphasis placed upon the 
compilation process as a key to understanding pro-
gramming language features establishes continuity 
with Compiler Construction (Course IS, Curriculum 
68). The ALGOL-E programs were constructed using 
the XPL Compiler Generator System [SJ, and they can 
serve as an excellent example for the teaching of 
the compiler writing course. 
In summary, the emphasis in the ALGOL-E system 
is placed upon providing the student tools whereby 
he can gain understanding of high level language 
concepts through direct investigation. It is de-
signed to replace exposition by an instructor with 
experimentation by the student and to provide con-
crete examples in the place of vague generaliza-
tions. The ALGOL-E programming system will operate 
on any computer capable of running the XPL Compiler 
Generator System, typically an IBM S/360 Model SO, 
or larger. The system is available in its entirety, 
along with documentation, from the W. R. Church 
Computer Facility, Naval Postgraduate School, 
Monterey, Californi~, 93940. 
CARD IBLI SYl $STACK 
2 0 0 
3 O 0 BEGIN FUNCTION FACTORIALINI; 
4 2 10 IF N EQL 0 THEN 
5 2 14 BEGIN DUMP; FACTOR I AL:=l END 
6 3 25 ELSE FACTORIAL:=N * FACTORIAL(N-11; 
7 1 48 
8 1 48 WRITE(FACTORIAL(3)) 
9 1 52 END 
10 l 53 EOF 
PRT=3, OATA=Of COOE=l4 (WORDS). 
CODE FILE WRI TEN 
ENO OF COMPILATION DECEMBER 28, 1971. 






RC: 31 (SYLLABLE=l9l 
RG: 8188 















































IM2 000 045 BRS 
001 IM2 000 000 
000 SAV 001 LOO 
000 EQL IM2 000 
029 BSC 002 BIF 
DEL 001 000 XCH 
STD IM2 000 041 
BRS 001 LOO 001 
LOO 001 MIN 004 
PRO MUL 000 XCH 
STD 001 000 UNS 
RTN 002 000 STD 
DMP 003 004 PRO 
WRV XIT XIT XIT 
Appendix A 
Consider the following FOR-statement in ALGOL-E: 
FOR I:=l STEP 1 UNTIL N DO <simple statement> 
The ALGOL-E semantics for this statement are: 
<for statement> ::=<for clause> <step expression> <until clause> <do statement> 
<for clause>; <step expression>; <until clause>; <do statement>; END: 
<for clause> ::=FOR <assignment statement> 
{save identifier V in assignment statement} <assignment statement>; LIT UNTIL; BRS 
<step expression> ::=STEP <expression> 
STEP: <expression>; LIT V; LOD; ADD; LIT V; XCH: STO 
<until clause> ::=UNTIL <expression> 
UNTIL: <expression>; LEQ; LIT END; BSC 
<do statement> ::=DO <simple statement> 
<simple statement>; LIT STEP; BRS 
where <assignment statement>, <expression>, and 
<simple statement> are further expanded to their 
respective representatives. 
A machine execution is determined by a vector 
M representing the program variables and the 
execution stack, a code vector C, and registers rC 
and rS. A machine execution sequence consists of 
an initial configuration <MO,rcO,rsO> and a se-
quence (not necessarily finite) of successor 
configurations <Ml,rcl,rsl>, <M2,rc2,rs2>, ••• , 
<Mk,rck,rsk>, .•.• where <Mi+l,rci+l, rsi+l> is de-
rived from <Mi,rci,rsi> by application of the 
definition of operator C[rci]. A machine execution 
sequence terminal at t is a finite machine execu-
tion sequence <M0,rc0,rs0>, <Ml,rcl,rsl>, .•• , 
<Mk,rck,rsk> such that rck:t and rci;!t Ir/ i, 05._i<k. 
Suppose the variables I and N in the above 
FOR-statement are elements 0 and 1 of M respec-
tively. Expanding the semantics given above, C is: 
C[l] LIT I 
C[2] LIT 1 
C[3] STO 
C[4] LIT UNTIL (13) 
C[S] BRS 
C[6] LIT 1 
C[7] LIT I 
C[8] LOD 
C[9] ADD 
C[lO] LIT I 
C[ll] XCH 
C[l2] STO 
C[l3] LIT N 
C[l4] LOD 
C[l5] LEQ 




C[k] LIT STEP (6) 
C[k+l] BRS 
C[k+2] 
Let <simple statement> be such that all ma-
chine execution sequences beginning with initial 
configuration <Mi,18,rS> are terminal at k with 
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configuration <Mj,k,rSj> rsi=rSj, M!;=Mj i/p<rSi, 
18.::._rcq.::._k V q 3 i .:_q.::_j. In other worCis, p the simple 
statement must leave the stack pointer in the same 
position with no changes below that point in the 
stack and no changes to I or N. It must also not 
branch out of the range of the simple statement. 
Theorem: All machine execution sequences of the 
above FOR-statement with initial con-
figuration <(A,n,A, ••• ,A),l,l> are 
terminal at k+2 VncZ, where A is an 
indeterminate value. 
proof: 
P(x): Consider a machine execution sequence of the 
above FOR-statement with initial configuration 
<(A,n,A, ••• ,A),l,l> which does not contain a con-
figuration with rC=k+2 such that configurations 
with rC=l7 occur in this sequence at least x times. 
If <M,17,rS> is the xth occurrence of such a con-
figuration then Mo=x. 
The proposition above states that if, in the 
execution of a FOR-statement, the test is reached 
for the xth time without having terminated the 
loop then the value of the loop index I is X. 
To show P(l): Consider the following enumeration 






<(l,n,1,13) ,5 ,3> 
apply rS:=rS+l; rA:=C[rC]; 
rC:=rC+l 
apply rS:=rS+l; rA:=C[rC]; 
rC:=rC+l 
apply M[rB]:=rA; rB:=rA; 
rS:=rS-1; rC:=rC+l 
apply rS:=rS+l; rA:=C[rC]; 
rC: =rC+l 
apply rC:=rA; rS:=rS-1; 
*M is of fixed length and is assumed to be 
"large enough" for the problem. Only the pertinent 






apply rS:=rS+l; rA:=C[rC]; 
rC:=rC+l 
apply rA:=M[rA]; rC:=rC+l 
apply rB:=l if rB<rA,o.w. 
O; rS:=rS-1; rC:=rC+l 
apply rS:=rS+l; rA:=C[rc]; 
rC:=rC+l 
Note that the only element of a configuration to 
this point which is dependent on the value of n is 
the value of s. It follows that all machine exe-
cution sequences begin with this sequence, hence 
at the first occurrence of a configuration with 
rC=l7, it is always the case that Mo=l. 
To show P (q) :? P (q+l): Let S be a machine exe-
cution sequence such that configurations w~th 
rC=l7 occur at least q+l times. In the qt 
occurrence of <M,17,rS>, MQ=q by the inductive 
hypothesis. Consider the machine execution sequence 
with initial configuration <(q,n,s,k+2),17,3>. 
C[l7] is BSC which is defined as: 
rC:= f rA if rB=O, otherwise. rS:=rS-2 LrC+l ' 
Hence, there are two possible successor configura-
tions: 
(a) <M,k+2,l> and (b) <M,18,1> , 
but case (a) cannot occur since it causes S to be 
terminal at k+2 which contradicts the fact that 
<M,17,rS> occurs at least q+l times. Hence, the 
successor configuration is <M,18,1>. Consider a 
machine execution sequence S' with initial con-
figuration <(q,n),18,1>. By the conditions on 
the <simple statement>, S' is terminal at k with 
configuration <(q,n),k,l>. Since 18<rC<k for all 
configurations of the <simple statement>, the 
configuration <M,17,rS> cannot have occurred in S'. 
Consider a machine execution sequence S" with 
















Extending the sequence S by S' followed by S" it 
is evident that * is the q+l occurrence of a 
configuration with rC=l7, hence P(q+l). Therefore, 
by induction it is true that for eKery positive 
integer x the value of I at the xt test in the 
FOR-loop is x. The proof can then be completed in 
the following manner: 
(1) Consider the case n<O and demonstrate that 
the branch is taken to the terminal con-
figuration rC=k+2 at the first test. 
(I=l>N) 
(2) Show by induction that for any positive 
value of n, the branch to the terminal 
configuration is taken at the n+l test. 
(I=N+l>N) 
The logic above can be extended to show such 
corollaries as the fact that the simple statement 
is executed exactly n times for all values n>O and 
the fact that stack underflow does not occur. More 
precisely, the stack pointer at the termination of 






























































































































































































BEGIN A ComplP-te ALGOL-E Progr.::un 
COMMENT ALGOL-E PROGRAM TO COMPUTE THE SHORTEST ROUTE BETWEEN CITIES. 
INPUT DATA: 
CITYl DIST CITY2 
WHERE CITYl AND CITY2 ARE THE INTEGERS CORRESPONDING TO THE CITIES INVOLVED 
ISEE THE "PRINTCITY" PROCEDURE BELOWI. DIST IS A NON-NEGATIVE INTEGER WHICH 
Ill INDICATES THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE TWO CITIES IF GREATER THAN ZERO, 
121 INDICATES THAT THE SHORTEST ROUTE BETWEEN THE TWO CITIES lS DESIRED 
IF EQUAL TO ZERO. 
THE END-OF~DATA IS INDICATED BY CITYl EQUAL TO HALT; 
LOCAL N HALT; N:=lO; HALT:=99999; 
BEGfN ARRAY DIST,ROUTE,FLAG<l:N>; ARRAY CITYLIST<l:N,l:N>; 
PROCEDURE PRINTCITYIK,CI; 
IF K GTR N OR K LEQ 0 THEN WRITEONITAB C,KI ELSE 






WRITEONITAB Cr"SAN FRANCISCO"I; 
WRITEONITAB ~."MONTEREY"I; 
WRITEON(TAB Cr"LAS VEGAS"I; 





BEGIN LOCAL I; SKIPlll; 





IF CITY EQL DEST THEN PATH:=O ELSE 
IF FLAG<CITY> EQL 1 THEN PATH:=HALT ELSE 
BEGIN LOCAL J,Q,RT,J,T; ARRAY DST 1RTE<R+l:N>; LOCAL BESTDIST,BESTCITY,BESTROUTE; 
FLAG<CITY>:=t; BESTOIST:=HALT; BESTCITY:=BESTROUTE:=O; RT:=R; 
FOR I:=l STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 
BEGIN Q:=CITYLIST<CITY,I>; 
IF Q NEQ HALT THEN 
REGIN T:=PATH!I,DESTI; 
IF T+Q LSS BESTDIST THEN 
BEGIN 
BESTROUTE:=R; BESTCITY:=I; BESTDIST:=T+Q; 
FOR J:=RT+l STEP l UNTIL R DO 






COMMENT ARRIVE HERE AFTER All CONNECTIONS HAVE BEEN EXAMINED; 
IF BESTCITY NEQ 0 THEN 
BEGIN 
FOR J:=RT+l STEP 1 UNTIL BESTROUTE DO 







PROCEDURE ROUTEFINDER(Cl,D 1 C21; ~~Gf~:;~~~~Nij GTR 1 THEN 
BEGIN WRITEONITAB 1-1 1"."I; SKIPlll END; 
SKIPll); WRITEl"THE SHORTEST ROUTE FROM"); PRINTCITY(Cl,APPEND+ll; 
WRITEON(TAB APPEND+lr"TO"I; PRINTCITYIC2 1APPEND+ll; R:=O; WRITEON(TAB (l:=APPEND+l),"IS 0 , TAB I+3,(l:=PATH(Cl,C211, TAB APPEND+!, 
"Ml ll:'.S" I; 
IF I EQL HALT THEN WRITEITAB 10 1 "(THE CITIES ARE NOT CONNECTEDl 11 1 ELSE IF I EQL 0 THEN WRITE( TAB l0 1"(DON'T GO ANYWHEREl"I ELSE WRITEONITAB APPEND+l,"VIA: 0 ); SKIPlll; 
FOR l:=l STEP 1 UNTIL R 00 
~EGIN WRITE(TAB 15,DIST<R-I+l>1TAB APPEND+l 1"MILES TO"); ~~INTCITY!ROUTE<R-I+l>1APPEND+ll; WRITEON(TAB APPEND 1"1"l; 
'.:ND; 
IF (I:=APPENDI GTR 1 THEN WRITEONITAB I-1, 11 ."I; SKIP(ll; ENO; 
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97 2 909 LOCAL CITYl,CITY2~bISTANCE; 98 2 909 
99 2 909 FOR CITYl:=l STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 
100 2 930 BEGIN FLAG<CITYl>:=J; ROUTE<CITYl>:=OIST<CITYl>:=O; 
101 3 950 FCR CITY2:=1 STEP i UNTIL N DO CITYLIST<CITY1,CITY2>:=HALT; 
102 3 985 END; 
103 2 989 READ(CITYl); 
104 2 992 WHILE CITY! NEQ HALT DO 
105 2 1001 BEGIN READ(DISTANCE,CITY2); 
106 3 1007 IF OISTANCE EQL 0 THEN 
107 3 1011 ROUTEFINDER(CITY1,DISTANCE,CITY2) ELSE 
108 3 1026 ADDCITY(CITY1,DISTANCE,CITY2); READ(CITYll 
109 3 1041 ENO; 
110 2 1047 ENO; 
111 l 1050 SKIP(31; WRITE("END OF RUN."); 
112 1 1058 END 
113 1 1058 EOF 
PRT=4, DATA=6 , CODE=265 <WORDS). 
CODE FILE WRITTEN 
ENO OF COMPILATION DECEMBER 28, 1971. CLOCK TIME 15:36:52.20. 
113 CARDS WERE READ. 
NO ERRORS WERE DETECTED. 
SET UP TIME o:o:0.57. 
ACTUAL COMPILATION TIME 0:0:10.03. 
CLEAN-UP TIME AT ENO o:o:0.47. 
TOTAL TIME IN COMPILER 0:0:11.07. 
COMPILATION RATE :675 CARDS PER MINUTE. 
PRT=40, OATA=67, COOE=265 
SEATTLE IS 150 MILES FROM BOISE, 
BOISE IS 300 MILES FROM MODESTO, 
SEATTLE IS 400 MILES FROM MODESTO, 
MODESTO IS 150 MILES FROM MONTEREY, 
MODESTO IS 50 MILES FROM SAN FRANCISCO, 
SAN FRANCISCO IS 200 MILES FROM LAS VEGAS, 
LAS VEGAS IS 350 MILES FROM MONTEREY, 
LOS ANGELES IS 400 MILES FRO~ LAS VEGAS, 
BAKERSFIELD IS 300 MILES FRCM MONTEREY, 
BAKERSFIELD IS 250 MILES FROM LAS VEGAS, 
LOS ANGELES IS 450 MILES FROM TIJUANA, 
TIJUANA IS 700 MILES FROM LAS VEGAS, 
LAS VEGAS IS 920 MILES FROM BOISE. 
THE SHORTEST ROUTE FROM SEATTLE TO ~ONTEREY IS 550 MILES VIA: 
400 MILES TO MODESTO, 
150 MILES TO MONTEREY. 
THE SHORTEST ROUTE FROM SEATTLE TO SEATTLE IS 0 MILES (00N 1 T GO ANYWHERE) 
THE SHORTEST ROUTE FROM BOISE TO TIJUANA IS 1250 MILES VIA: 
300 MILES TO MODEST01 50 MILES TO SAN FRAN~ISCO, 
200 MILES TO LAS VEGAS, 
700 MILES TO TIJUANA. 
END OF RUN. 
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